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The Consumer Electronics
Industry’s Digital Transformation

Consumers love gadgets again,
spurring online sales and opening
the door wider to fraud risk
Over the past few years, American consumers
have become jaded when it comes to their
digital toys. After reaching an all-time high
of $208 billion in 2014, the U.S. consumer
electronics industry slumped.
Global revenues were sustained by growth
in international markets—particularly AsiaPacific — but U.S. interest in gadgets, such as
smartphones and smartwatches, waned.
Accenture saw this coming back in 2016,
when it surveyed U.S. consumers about their
projected spending habits and saw a 20
percent decline in demand from 2014 through
2017 across all categories of consumer
electronics.
Still, after several years of sluggish growth —
less than 1.5 percent annually — U.S. consumer
electronics sales are set to take off, with an
almost 4 percent growth rate predicted in
2018.
If 4 percent seems meager, consider that
Deloitte has said that the U.S. economy will
grow at a moderate 2 to 2.5 percent clip in
the next 12 months. Add to that the fact that
retail itself — and here we mean brick-andmortar retail — is struggling with what industry
insiders are optimistically calling “a correction.”

Yet, it seems buyers have returned to their
beloved gadget buying, spurred on by new
or improving technology. Consider that sales
of smart speakers this year will increase 93
percent to $3.8 billion; smart home products
will experience 34 percent growth to $4.5
billion; and virtual-reality-product sales will
increase 18 percent to $1.2 billion, according
to the Consumer Technology Association.
International markets are expecting even
higher increases in revenue, as the middle
class grows in China, India, and other
countries. McKinsey says 1.4 billion people
will join the global middle class by 2020, and
85 percent will be in the Asia-Pacific region.
One study predicts the value of the global
consumer electronics industry will grow to
$1.6 trillion by 2022 as a direct result of this.
So 2018 looks like it will be the start of a
new narrative for the consumer electronics
industry. Exciting innovations in areas
that had shown promise but which were
previously not ready for prime time — like
robotics, artificial intelligence and digital
assistants — are now showing up in products
sold on websites and in stores. Their arrival is
garnering enthusiastic responses.

Online sales going gangbusters
Online sales continued to grow as a proportion of retail sales, despite the two-year slump in
electronics revenue. Ecommerce’s market share in the third quarter of 2017 increased to 9.1
percent, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, up from just 3.5 percent in 2007.
As a result, global online sales of consumer electronics are predicted to have a banner year in
2018 and beyond. They’re expected to reach $3 billion in 2018, with a compound annual growth
rate of 8.6 percent between 2018 and 2022, resulting in $4.3 billion in online sales by 2022.
Much of this online revenue will be generated by China, which will account for $1.1 billion in sales
in 2018.
It was evident from the start that 2018 would be different. The Consumer Electronics Show
(CES), which celebrated its 51st birthday, was held Jan. 9 through Jan. 12 in Las Vegas. CES’
record-breaking size and audience numbers foretold a strong year for the consumer electronics
industry. It attracted more than 3,900 exhibitors covering more than 2.75 million square feet,
with more than 170,000 attendees.
What was different this year? Innovation is finally driving interest, and actual sales, as some
previous gee-whiz technologies begin to accumulate practical value.
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Fraudsters show renewed enthusiasm
in consumer electronics
Just as consumers’ appetites for electronic gadgets is on the rise, fraud rings appear to
also have a growing interest in the vertical. Signifyd’s Ecommerce Fraud Index found that total
fraud losses for consumer electronics retailers increased 9.54 percent from 2016 to 2017
In fact, the fraud rate for consumer electronics topped out at 8.04 percent in 2017, at a time
when the sector was heating up with consumers. The increase provided consumer electronics
merchants with a dubious distinction — the increase in their fraud losses outstripped ecommerce
in general, which saw a 7 percent boost in fraud losses, according to Signifyd’s study.
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2018 is when connected devices, collectively called the consumer Internet of Things (IoT), are
finally mainstream. Electronics and household-appliance manufacturers are integrating their
products with IoT technology to offer consumers more comfort and convenience in the kitchen,
living room, bedroom and even bathroom.
The connectivity of physical objects and devices allows them to collect and share data and to be
managed remotely.
Previously, the smart locks, refrigerators, and washing machines were simply niche — even
fringe — products. Now we’ll start seeing them in neighborhood homes. The Smartphone and IoT
Consumer Trends 2017 study predicts that demand for connected consumer electronic devices
will experience three-digit percent growth in the next few years. Shipments of global connected
electronics will reach more than 223 million by 2020, according to IHS Technology.
Makers of all types of devices are working to capitalize on the consumer IoT. For example,
television manufacturers across the world are entering the smart TV market in droves. According
to IHS, almost half (48.5 percent) of televisions shipped globally in 2017 were smart TVs. The
number is expected to exceed 134 million by 2020. But the path to IoT growth is not entirely

“For the past few years,
ecommerce merchants in the
consumer electronics industry
have been waging war with fraud
syndicates with heavy losses on
both sides.”
smooth. Accenture found that 47
percent of consumers are concerned
about privacy and security issues regarding IoT
and smart devices—making this a space for retailers to
keep an eye on.
Fifth-generation wireless (5G), the new wireless technology that is beginning to make
headlines, will play a major role in the blossoming of the market for smart home devices. 5G
wireless deployments are expected to be up to 100 times faster than previous 4G or LTE networks.
How fast is that? Movies that took almost a day to download on 3G and several minutes on 4G will
be available in just seconds on 5G.

In 2017, products with Amazon’s Alexa and Google’s Assistant technology embedded in them
saw a tremendous uptick in sales. In 2018, expect to see even more voice-enabled products
launch. The smart speaker market was valued at $2.68 billion in 2018 and is expected to be
worth $11.79 billion by 2023 — growing at a staggering compound annual growth rate of 34.44
percent.
We’re seeing this technology incorporated into dozens of everyday products—lamps, mirrors,
even showerheads—and soon people won’t remember a time when they didn’t use speech to
drive computers. Manufacturers like LG, Lenovo, and Sony now feature smart monitors in their
refrigerators, washing machines, and other gadgets that display schedules or cooking recipes
or water temperature when consumers ask.
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Fraudsters themselves are innovators
As the technology revolution hurtles forward, fraudsters are not operating in a vacuum. Fraud rings
are becoming increasingly sophisticated. As Signifyd’s Ecommerce Fraud Index pointed out, “For the
past few years, ecommerce merchants in the consumer electronics industry have been waging war
with fraud syndicates with heavy losses on both sides. As merchants make progress in one quarter …
fraudsters evolve their attack methodologies.”
In fact, Signifyd’s examination of two years of fraud data in consumer electronics provides a stark
illustration of how those who commit fraud change with the times in order to find new weaknesses.
From 2016 to 2017, according to Signifyd’s index, account takeover fraud doubled, rising 100.79 percent.
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Artificial intelligence everywhere
Artificial intelligence isn’t a product per se, but a capability that will be built into consumer
electronics of all kinds. By combining all the data they routinely collect with machine learning,
AI-enabled devices will learn to recognize consumers’ behavioral patterns and preferences, and
will (eventually) anticipate needs, making life easier and more convenient for their owners.
Smart speakers like Amazon’s Alexa and Google’s Assistant, for example, were highlighted as
CES show standouts in the CTA’s 2018 Consumer Tech Industry Forecast. Future generations of
these products will be focused on getting to know their users as intimately as possible.
By learning their users’ habits, smart coffee machines will know when and how individual
consumers like their caffeine. Refrigerators will know when the household is out of milk and
order more to be delivered from the local grocery store. And consumers will never be caught
without a working light bulb that fits their connected (and smart) lamps.
As intelligent devices and objects in the home multiply, we’ll see them start to work together and
collaborate to improve our comfort, convenience or even security. Gartner calls this “swarming.”

AR and VR: Not just games anymore
Virtual reality (VR) until now has been mostly the domain of games and entertainment. But soon, VR
— and its close sibling augmented reality (AR) — will gain traction and be incorporated into various
consumer devices for both work and play. This is due to lighter and more comfortable headsets and
eyewear, and improved wireless speeds thanks to 5G. The VR/AR market is projected to top $40
billion by 2020.
VR and AR basically alter the way that consumers perceive and interact with the digital world. VR
immerses the consumer completely in an alternate universe. AR overlays digital information onto realtime imagery on a screen—Pokémon Go being the most famous example. In 2018, we will see aspects
of AR incorporated into navigation, social media, interior design, and advertising, among other things.
Robots are also edging closer to fulfilling the fantasies of sci-fi buffs everywhere.
Manufacturers like Honda are working hard to create what appear to be computers that can think and
have feelings. Honda even has a philosophy around which it engineers its robotic companions: the
3Es, for empowerment, experience and empathy.
Take robots like Kuri, which are physical versions of digital assistants. They contain voice-activated
speakers like Alexa and Google Assistant for communicating and playing music, cameras to
photograph members of the household—using facial recognition, they can identify individual family
members and even pets—and mobility so they can follow orders or just follow people around.
The global personal robots market is projected to reach $34 billion by 2022, growing at a
compounded annual growth rate of 37.8 percent.

Health and wellness devices go pro
Of course, health and fitness gadgets have been around for years. Yet they’re becoming
increasingly helpful at imparting real medical advice and knowledge — and, more importantly,
communicating that information to medical professionals. They’re also becoming more affordable.
For people suffering from chronic conditions such as heart problems or diabetes, these devices
can measure a broad range of body metrics and share real-time data with doctors.
For example, Omron Healthcare has previewed its HeartGuide smartwatch, which combines the
typical fitness tracking and notification capabilities with a blood pressure monitor that allows atrisk consumers to more consistently monitor their health than traditional cuffs. Omron is currently
seeking FDA approval.
Fitbit last year put $6 million into a glucose-monitoring startup to integrate the technology into
its wristbands. Philips launched a wearable headband to
enhance sleep. And Prevent Biometrics released a mouth
guard that can detect concussions in football players.
In all, the global health and wellness connectedgadget market is expected to reach $612
billion by 2024.
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Like shopping, fraud has a seasonal
flavor
For the vast majority of retailers, including consumer
electronics merchants, the fourth quarter is the most
significant of the year. The holiday season is typically
make-or-break and it turns out that fraudsters may hold
a similar view.
For them, the season of giving apparently becomes the
season of taking. The Signifyd Ecommerce Fraud Index
discovered that total fraud losses for the consumer
electronics vertical during the holiday season increased
by 21 percent between 2016 and 2017.
The jump reflected a trend in overall fraud losses,
according to the index. Overall, Signifyd found, fraud
losses increased 24 percent year-over-year during
the holiday period.
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Best Buy and Amazon: Slugging it
out in consumer electronics
Although many retailers in other verticals are
sinking in red ink and closing stores at rates
not seen since 2008, consumer electronics
seems to be a bright spot for retail. According
to NPD, Best Buy and, to a lesser degree
Walmart, continue to hold their own against
Amazon. Although Amazon is growing its
share of the market by significant percentages
year after year — achieving 20 percent in 2017
— Best Buy still is the market share leader.
At least part of this is due to the ecommerce
efforts of Best Buy, Walmart, and Target as well
as smaller chains such as Conn’s and Aaron’s,
which have started to steal back online market
share.
But traditional retailers can’t be complacent.
Amazon, which already commanded 37
percent of the ecommerce market in early
2017, is projected to own half of all online
sales by 2021.
This news is especially ominous when
considering the all-important holiday season,
which is when consumer electronics retailers
reap their highest sales. According to the
National Retail Federation, more people
are choosing to skip Black Friday shopping
madness to do their holiday shopping online.

Mobile matters, too. During the intense Black
Friday to Cyber Monday shopping frenzy
in 2017, Shopify saw mobile sales account
for 59.6 percent of orders overall and 64
percent of Black Friday sales —an increase
of 10 percent year-over-year.

A multichannel strategy will be
essential to retail success
Despite the steady growth of online
purchases of consumer electronics products,
consumers still want to try products—
particularly high-end ones—before buying.
This is only possible in a traditional brickand-mortar environment. That’s a key reason
retailers need to focus on one of the best
ways they can compete with Amazon and
other online-only competitors: by offering
expert advice and service in stores.
But they can’t ignore people who prefer the
convenience of pushing a button and having
the products delivered to their doors. Or
those who research online and buy in store
or buy online and pickup in store. Nor can
they ignore those who prefer to get their
advice and service in a store, but in the end
would rather buy online.
All of which is why a multichannel strategy
is essential for the survival and success of
consumer electronics retailers.

One heartening study for the industry found
that research-online-purchase-offline (ROPO)
is a significant segment of the consumer
electronics market. A full 92 percent of all
in-store purchases are influenced by online
research. And $1 in online marketing spend
translates into $6 in offline sales.
But managing multiple channels can be
complex and difficult. Almost a third of
retailers lack visibility into inventory and
the kind of integrated systems required to
effectively manage a multichannel structure.
A successful multi-channel strategy requires
a serious commitment to technology, staffing
and building and maintaining a sophisticated
centralized and real-time inventory system
to ensure the kind of customer experience
consumers have come to expect.

Retail disruption is a challenge and
an opportunity
The prospects for the consumer electronics
vertical are bright, despite the recent
sluggishness and even with Amazon
continuing it retail land grab. It is a retail sector

whose products are being transformed by
technology as much as its market realities are.
Electronics consumers are excited about
the next new thing — both in terms of
products, but also in terms of innovative
ways to shop and in terms of a memorable
customer experience. Not only are retailers
competing with Amazon and each other, but
manufacturers selling directly to consumers
are in the mix.
In the new era, consumer electronics retailers
need to think about serving customers in new
ways that distinguish themselves. They need
to think about buy-online-pick-up-in-store
options and post-purchase set-up and advice
services — and services and experiences
that no one else has thought of yet.
The challenge and opportunity for consumer
electronics retailers now is to find the way to
deliver meaning and a reason to be loyal for
the customers that they covet.

For a deeper dive into the fraud
statistics for the consumer
electronics industry, download
Signifyd’s Ecommerce Fraud Index.
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